If parts or service are required, please contact the Atlas O Service Dept.

ATLAS O CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPT.
378 Florence Ave.
Hillside, NJ 07205
Phone: (908) 687 - 9590
Thank you for purchasing the Atlas O Trainman Two-Story House. This model depicts a typical two-story house seen throughout North America. ABS plastic glue is recommended for the assembly of your model, however CA (superglue) may be used as well. Trimming the flash from the parts prior to assembly will improve the fit and finish of your house.

**Materials needed for assembly**

- Plastic parts sprue cutter
- Hobby knife
- ABS plastic glue or CA (super glue)

---

**Attaching the windows**

1. Attach the windows to the outside of the walls making sure that the pins on the underside of the windows are snapped through the corresponding holes in the walls.
Attaching the doors and clear glazing

2. Lay the walls face down. Attach the doors to each and placing the beveled edge of the door into the door opening. Then snap the clear glazing onto the pins for the doors and windows.

Assembling the walls

3. Assemble the walls as shown below making sure that the side and end with the holes for the railing and porch roof attachment are adjacent to each other as shown.
4. Attach the assembled walls to the base as shown.

Assembling the porch railings and attaching them to the house

5. Assemble the three sections of porch railings together as shown below.

6. Attach the porch railings to the house and base in location shown.
Attaching the porch roof to the house

7. The underside of the porch roof has a channel along the outer edge. The top of the porch railing fits into these grooves. The pins on the inside edge of the roof snap into the corresponding holes on the house.
8. Attach the roof to the house.

9. Assemble the two halves of the chimney and attach to the roof.